Predictors of depression among a sample of South African mortuary workers.
Mortuary workers are at high risk of developing depression and other psychiatric disorders owing to the nature of their work and exposure to deceased victims of violent deaths. Few studies have investigated mental health among mortuary workers in low- and middle-income countries. Participants (N = 45) were recruited from mortuaries in South Africa and completed a battery of questionnaires measuring depression, physical health, perceived stress, fear of blood/injury/mutilation, and resilience. Participants with self-reported depression and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) comprised 13.3% and 4.4% of the sample, respectively. Inexperienced mortuary workers had a higher prevalence rate of depression (16.7%) compared with experienced workers (9.5%). Prevalence of PTSD did not differ significantly between inexperienced (4.2%) and experienced (4.8%) workers. Physical health, perceived stress, fear of blood/injury/mutilation, and resilience were significant predictors of depression in the combined group (experienced and inexperienced). However, perceived stress was the only significant predictor of depression, in multiple regression, in the combined group. Inexperienced workers had significantly higher levels of blood/injury/mutation fear and depression. Mortuary workers seem to be at increased risk of depression, especially inexperienced workers. Perceived poor health, lower levels of resilience, and blood/injury/mutilation fears may lead to increased perceived stress among mortuary workers, which may, in turn, lead to depression. Interventions focused on promoting mental health may be beneficial to all mortuary workers, and preparatory training related to mental health may be beneficial to inexperienced mortuary workers before occupational uptake.